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Vacation Rentals: News RoundUp 
Posted on March 12, 2015 by berkeleytenants  

The Planning Commission will be discussing Vacation Rentals on March 18, 2015! 

SF’s New Vacation Rental Law Making Everyone Unhappy 
http://www.triplepundit.com/2014/10/san-francisco-airbnb-wins-vacation-renters-
lose/?doing_wp_cron=1425914928.0972390174865722656250 
“Residents were previously restricted from renting out their homes for periods of less than 30 days, according to a 
law that the city said protected housing rates and helped to regulate property rentals. The new law allows residents 
who live in the city for a minimum of nine months of the year to rent out rooms or residences for short stays for up 
to 90 days of business per year…. 
The legislation, he said, was “easily subvertible” and encourages homeowners to try to find a way around the 
restrictions. “A person has to declare that it’s their permanent residence, and anyone can say that about any place 
[and] this invites people to do all sort of things and then say ‘come catch me,’” he told SFGate.” 

SF Already Discussing Changes; Can Law Be Enforced? 
http://www.sfexaminer.com/sanfrancisco/san-francisco-considers-revising-airbnb-law-to-help-
enforcement/Content?oid=2922455 
“But high-ranking city planning officials said there are loopholes in the current law that no amount of resources 
could fix. ” 
“The department said that without cooperation from the host platforms, it can’t enforce the requirement that there 
be 90 days of unhosted stays — those where the resident is not at the rented unit — when there is no cap on hosted 
stays. There has also been concern about the low number of short-term hosts who have taken steps to register 
under the law. Sixty residents successfully applied and received registration numbers, which are required to be 
included in the host’s listings on websites like Airbnb. But there are an estimated thousands of other listings that 
remain illegal. 
Sanchez said the department is “frustrated” that hundreds turned out to support the law’s adoption but there 
hasn’t been the same turnout to comply with it.” 

SF City Attorney Sues Two Landlords 
http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/S-F-city-attorney-sues-2-landlords-over-5425826.php 
“Illegal short-term rental conversions of our scarce residential housing stock” are contributing to “a housing 
crisis of historic proportions,” Herrera said in a statement. 
To illustrate, the suits cited the proliferation of short-term vacation rentals in San Francisco advertised on popular 
websites: 6,225 on Airbnb, 1,413 on VRBO and 1,351 on HomeAway, VRBO’s parent company.” 

SF Tenant Advocates Sue Two Vacation Rental Firms 
http://www.sfexaminer.com/sanfrancisco/housing-rights-committee-lawsuit-alleges-vrbo-homeaway-violating-sf-
laws/Content?oid=2918721 
“The legal action comes a day after The City’s Short-Term Residential Rental Ordinance legalizing home rentals 
for periods of less than 30 days went into effect. Hooshmand said the new legislation allowing property owners or 
tenants to rent space short-term if they meet specific criteria will not rectify the various allegations against VRBO 
and HomeAway.  
The new legislation, according to the Committee’s Executive Director Sara Shortt, does not include a strong 
enforcement mechanism and “actually gives us all the more resolve to put the brakes – in this case through 
litigation – because the new rules are not going to adequately protect tenants from displacement due to the short-
term rentals industry.”  

Item 10.
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SF Sued by HomeAway – New Law Too Strict 
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/nov/5/homeaway-sues-san-francisco-over-airbnb-law/ 
“The lawsuit filed Monday by HomeAway says the law stymies competition and discriminates against both 
vacation hosts by requiring them to be city residents and vacation-website companies by mandating they collect the 
city’s 14 percent hotel taxes….” 

Even Senator Diane Feinstein Opposes SF Law 
http://www.sfgate.com/opinion/openforum/article/Don-t-hand-San-Francisco-over-to-Airbnb-5835325.php 
“This is a shortsighted action that would destroy the integrity of zoning throughout San Francisco, allowing 
commercial and hotel use in residential areas throughout the city.” 

SF’s Current Vacation Rental Law – Overview  
http://www.sf-planning.org/index.aspx?page=4004 

San Diego Begins Revision of Codes for Vacation Rentals 
http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2015/mar/08/airbnb-vacation-rental-growth-causing-confusion/ 
“In San Diego, the regulations that come closest to encompassing short-term rentals are those governing bed-and-
breakfasts where residents are renting out one or more rooms in a house in which they are living. In those cases, 
special permits are needed that require owners to notify surrounding neighbors.” 

New York State Bans Most Short-Term Rentals 
http://www.nycinsiderguide.com/nyc-vacation-rentals#.VP5CQ44lRzp 
“The short of it, is that unless the Landlord owns the entire building, it is illegal to rent or sublet a co-op, condo or 
apartment for stays less than 30 days. In 2010, the NY State Governor passed a bill and NYC plans to crack down 
on this law.” 

NY City Council Considers Innovative Enforcement 
http://town-village.com/2015/03/10/mendez-bill-would-make-illegal-hotels-a-form-of-tenant-harassment/ 
“(Short-term renters) are coming in at all hours, bringing people they meet into the apartment and it’s then 
impacting the quality of life, in that there are strangers in their building,” Mendez said. “It’s a breach of peace 
and quiet in your home because of the noise and people traffic.” 
Governor Andrew Cuomo, Schneiderman and Mayor Bill de Blasio announced the launch of a joint enforcement 
task force last week called the Tenant Harassment Prevention Task Force that will investigate and bring 
enforcement actions against landlords who harass tenants. Under Lancman and Mendez’s tenant harassment bill, 
illegal hotel conversions would be included in that definition of harassment. It would fall under the jurisdiction of 
the task force and would be subject to its investigations and enforcement actions.” 

NY City Council Discusses Enforcement, Housing Crisis  
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/21/nyregion/hearing-pits-tenants-who-denounce-airbnb-against-those-who-
profit-from-it.html?_r=0 
“At the hearing on Tuesday, which focused on Airbnb, members of the City Council took turns fuming over what 
they called a reckless enterprise that put neighborhoods in jeopardy and sapped an already-weak affordable 
housing market. Speaking before a crowd of hundreds who waved placards reading “My Home Is Not a Hotel,” 
they variously compared Airbnb to a “marauding army” and an “epidemic.” 
“No one should have to live in a building or next to someone where the apartment is being used as an illegal hotel, 
people coming and going, traipsing in and out, no idea who they are,” Councilman Corey Johnson, a Democrat 
from Manhattan, said. 
The hearing, which focused on how the city enforced a state law barring people from renting an apartment for 
under 30 days unless the apartment’s resident also stays there, grew into a wide-ranging face-off between two 
groups of city residents who each said they were being battered by the growing cost of housing.” 
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Guardian Summary of the Debate on Vacation Rentals 
http://www.theguardian.com/travel/2014/jul/08/airbnb-legal-troubles-what-are-the-issues 
“While the heat is on in Barcelona – where Airbnb have just been fined €30,000 for breaching local tourism laws 
– the company is also under attack in a growing number of other cities. In New York it is currently in the midst of a 
prolonged legal dispute with the attorney general, while authorities in San Francisco, New Orleans, Malibu and 
other US cities are also mounting crackdowns. In Berlin – where Airbnb has been partly blamed for increasing 
rents – city officials have created a new housing law banning regular short-term letting of rooms without 
permission from the authorities, something that could have a big impact on the number of Airbnb hosts in the city.” 

Spain Makes Nationwide Law  
http://www.spain-holiday.com/rentalbuzz/dispelling-the-myths-about-holiday-rental-licences-in-spain 
“In the UK you could not rent your home out as a furnished holiday let without meeting set standards in safety and 
cleanliness, and declaring your earnings to the tax man. And this is essentially what the new law in Spain sets out 
to do.” 

Barcelona Suspends New Licenses 
http://www.spain-holiday.com/rentalbuzz/barcelona-suspends-the-issue-of-further-holiday-rental-licences-for-six-
months 
“…the rights of local residents were being undermined and community life was suffering, due to the volumes of 
tourist apartments springing up in local neighbourhoods.” 

Paris Actually Enforces Vacation Rental Laws 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-08-07/paris-airbnb-cops-want-to-know-if-you-re-rental-is-legal 
“As in New York and Barcelona, officials in the French capital say companies such as Airbnb Inc. have spawned a 
cottage industry of scofflaw landlords who are cheating citizens out of housing and depriving localities of much-
needed revenue from the growth in international travel. 
Paris Mayor Anne Hidalgo has a 20-person team making unannounced visits to apartments whose owners are 
suspected of, or turned in by nosy neighbors for, unlawfully renting to visitors.” 

 



Claude Zamanian - 13 listings on Air BnB Licensed Real Estate Agent and General Contractor
Member since July 2011 130 Reviews as of 3/23/2015 Bills sent to PO BOX; lives SF per AirBnB
All 4 Berk bld registered in RTS, some info missing/some units not visible/tenancies wrong

x30
Great apartment near Berkeley = Oakland
Fully Furnished Berkeley Apartment $87 Carleton $2,610
luxury apartment , Berkeley $150 Francisco $4,500
near down town and UC Berkely $120 Francisco $3,600
North Berkeley, Apartment near BART $100 Francisco $3,000
Sunny, large, Friendly neighborhood $130 Francisco $3,900
Berkeley, near downtown, UC , BART $120 Francisco $3,600
Near UC Berkeley - studio $97 Hilgard $2,910
Sunny 1 bedroom apartment near UC $120 Hilgard $3,600
Berkeley Gourmet Ghetto Studio $100 Walnut $3,000
Berkeley, Gourmet Ghetto Apartment $135 Walnut $4,050
Sunny furnished, one-bedroom apartm $115 Walnut $3,450
Berkeley Charm Apartment $115 1511 Walnut $3,450

$1,389 $41,670

1513 Walnut

JUST ADDED

1405 Carleton
1640 Francisco

1640 Francisco

1642 Francisco
2580 Hilgard







Margaret Phillips 10 listings lives in San Carlos per Air BnB
Member Since 8/2013 - 91 Reviews 3/22/2015 lives on Alcatraz or Carson City NV per CoB
all 4 registered in RTS 
Tenant Daniel Moore contacted Board

x30

distinctive elmwood loft apartment $145 Parker 2616 Parker $4,350

Cute 2nd Floor Elmwood Studio $89 Regent 2618 Regent $2,670

Delightful Southside 1BR Cottage $110 Regent $3,300

Charming & Spacious Elmwood Studio $115 Parker $3,450

Stylish 2BR Mediterranean Townhome $175 Virginia 2435 Virginia $5,250

Classic & Spacious 1 BR - Elmwood $125 College 3100 College $3,750

Elegant & Spacious 1 BR in Elmwood $125 College $3,750

colorful 1BR apartment in Elmwood $125 College $3,750

Stylish one bedroom, Elmwood area $95 Parker $2,850

Cozy and convenient southside cottage $89 Regent JUST ADDED $2,670

$1,193 $35,790







Marina and Addy https://www.airbnb.com/s?host_id=8126869
Marina Ekman and Adelina Esquerra
Member since August 2013; 634 reviews as of 3/22/2014 (51 new reviews in one month)
Not in RTS City has as Single Family Home

9 listings all at same property 2928 Ellsworth 052 158000900
5 "cottages" and 4 bedrooms in one "SFR"

photos show two tiny one-room ADUs in yard
some "cottages" appear to be basement units per reviews

Listings are labeled  A B C D F G H I J 
Lots of comments "never saw the hosts" in room rentals 
Some comments indicate manager on site who is not owner

City shows no permits for new cottage/units but permits 2004 to add habitable space for hme office 

One review from room "d" -  The room is on the ground floor, with cement floors, beneath the home in the 
picture not in it. In addition, there is one "bathroom," shared by five residents, and that "bathroom" consists 
of a toilet at one end of a fifteen-or-so foot hall (maybe 20 feet) and a room with a shower and sink in it at the 
other end; washing your hands after using the toilet is work. There seems to be another room upstairs, and 
two cottages in the back yard, and perhaps their toilet arrangements are better. The "kitchen" is also 
problematic. It's a counter with a microwave and a toaster oven on it, with no running water. Bottles of water 
are provided to heat in an electric device for tea. (Perhaps there is a real kitchen somewhere but there was 
nobody to ask about it). I never spoke with or laid eyes on "Marina and Addy." A not very friendly man who 
seems to be partly in their employ lives in one of the rooms on the ground floor. Residents throw their towels 
on the floor of the shower/sink room for replacement, I guess; once he picked several such towels up off the 
floor after 24 hours. 







Oxford fourplex

turned in feb 19 2013 RSB made them register, I think
http://www.oxford-apartments.com/berkeleyapartmentrental.htm
ORMSBY ADA no other berkeley properties

1701 1701 OXFORD ST NA 3672 RENTED 1 3/8/13 Edit

1703 1703 OXFORD ST NA 3672 RENTED 1 3/31/13 Edit

1705 1705 OXFORD ST NA 3672 RENTED 1 2/18/13 Edit

1707 1707 OXFORD ST NA 3672 RENTED 1 3/19/13 Edit







This appears to be a renter subletting her apartments in SF, NY and Berkeley on Air BnB
Unless she is doing this for hire by the owners?
She uses different names (same photo) and does not link listings to her Air BnB profile
Some of these listings may be in new construction, not rent controlled units
Each listing claims this is her home. aka Esperanza C Garcia
Esperanza Garcia (and Hermann)  aka Issa and Chazz
according to Air BnB she lives in SF

Private Room in luxury bldg by Bart $79 1709 Shattuck photo showed bld https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/1815553
2BR in Luxury building by Bart $249 Shattuck looks like new construction https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/2431877
2BR in Downtown Berkeley by Bart $169 Delaware -older bld in or next to 2032 Delaware https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/5288022
Room in Downtown Berkeley by Bart $89 Delaware this one might be taken down
2 Bed Modern Apt Downtown Berkeley $139 Grant -older bld? this one might be taken down
Room in Downtown Berkeley by BART 2 $119 Delaware went from $79 in Feb to $119 in March https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/5345104
2 Bedroom in New Apt Downtown 130 UK pounds Grant near Channing? https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/5405965
2 Bedroom w/ 3-4 Beds in Downtown $179 Grant new listing this month https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/5601124
2BR in Luxury Bldg bside Bart & UCB available May 2119 University photo showed building https://www.airbnb.co.in/rooms/5708430



Unregistered unit, no permits visible online at Planning Deptno RTS
CLINE SARAH T & CORN JENNIFER CoB SFR
1413 Allston
Beautiful light 2nd floor apartment $85
We live in the same building, so are available to help when needed.
https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/4405143?s=57A4

REDFIN: 1413 Allston Way is a house in the Central neighborhood of 
Berkeley, CA 94702. This 1,771 square foot house sits on a 5,577 square 
foot lot and features 6 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms. This property was 
built in 1908 and last sold on June 06, 1997 for $320,000.





Andy has three places on Ashby and one in Temescal

lives in Santa Cruz
Spacious cottage apartment $85 1703 Ashby

Stylish apartment with private yard $99
Charming flat, bright and spacious $89

1703
ASHBY 
AVE NA 538.04 NAR

1711
ASHBY 
AVE NA 1360.82 NAR 1 8/17/11

1715
ASHBY 
AVE NA 1771.61 NAR 1 2/25/12

2949 KING ST NA ? RENTED 0 8/1/11
GOLDBERG ANDREW & RUTH
1703 ASHBY AVE 30021
1711 ASHBY AVE 46654
1715 ASHBY AVE 51844
2949 KING ST 2910

King Address is Same Parcel 053 160402000

"I don't live on the property so you wont see me much. But I am always 
reachable by phone, text or email. The apartment is one of four units 
on the property. "

"This is one of three ground floor apartments on a private compound so 
there's no-one above or below you"



Robert and Anne Cabrera live in San Anselmo per profile
Robert and Anne have 5 listings - 4 in Berk

https://www.airbnb.com/s?host_id=4448640
entire Studio Near N. Berkeley Rose Garden $99 Euclid 1108 Euclid
entire Beautiful Updated 2BD near Campus $135 Dwight photos show apt B 2410 Dwight (10 plus)
room Private Room in Charming Victorian $85 hillside court 23 hillside court
entire  Sunny, Spacious, in North Berkeley $179 Delaware 2000 Delaware (4 units)
NO UNIT B RTS - units 1-12 and "a"

AirBnB has impact on neighboring renters:

The only problem was noise from the apartment above, due to very creaky old floor 
boards and lack of sound insulation. The current residents of that apartment do not play 
loud music or TV, but they did an amazing amount of walking around, dragging stuff and 
slamming drawers, etc. after midnight. I complained to Robert after two nights of little 
sleep and he immediately contacted the neighbors and also provided us with their phone 
number. The neighbors responded well by being quieter on subsequent nights, although 
we needed to contact them a second time ourselves, after which adequate quiet prevailed. 





This rustic cottage is a garage 
Charming North Berkeley Cottage $92/night 
Our rustic cottage located behind our single family home sleeps 2. Centrally located. This little oasis 
is perfect for exploring the San Francisco Bay area with easy access to all that Berkeley and the Bay 
area have to offer. BART 2 blocks away. 
 
In order to maintain cleanliness, we request that shoes be removed in the cottage. The floor is 
painted concrete with rugs. You are welcome to bring your own slippers! 
 
It's a small, simple space and the large window, a skylight and the barn door make it feel expansive. 
We care about beauty, connection, and real things, the Cottage reflects that.  
 
There is no kitchen available in the cottage but you shouldn't need one with the amazing restaurants 
located within just a few minutes or miles from our home. We ask that guests keep the cottage clean 
and make sure all food items are in sealed containers or the refrigerator to avoid North Berkeley’s 
notorious marching ant problem.  
 

 
 
 

Carolyn 
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